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Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
An engineer is configuring an IPsec VPN with IKEv2. Which three
components are part of the IKEv2
proposal for this implementation? (Choose three.)
A. encryption
B. key ring
C. integrity
D. peer name

E. DH group
F. tunnel mode
Answer: A,C,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
ABC Inc. is a manufacturer of laser machines, which is an
Assemble-to-Order (ATO) Model. Sales representatives configure
the laser model on the basis of customer requirements with all
the options during the customer order entry process.
Which two statements are true? (Choose two.)
A. Upon completion of the work order for the ATO Model, only
the ATO model item and Option Class and Option items are pick
released and ship confirmed in Oracle, and not the configured
item.
B. ABC Inc. generates the configured item for the ATO model
when the sales order is in enter status.
C. ABC Inc. progresses the sales order after generating the
configured item to create the work order.
D. After generating the configured item for the ATO model, if
the item is available in stock, the item can be reserved to the
sales order line, and ship confirmed without generating the
work order.
E. ATO Model cannot be used on intercompany order transactions.
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Refer to the exhibit.
Hosts in network 192.168.2.0 are unable to reach hosts in
network 192.168.3.0. Based on the output from RouterA, what are
two possible reasons for the failure? (Choose two.)
A. Interface S0/0 on RouterB is administratively down.
B. The cable that is connected to S0/0 on RouterA is faulty.
C. Interface S0/0 on RouterA is configured with an incorrect
subnet mask.
D. Interface S0/0 on RouterA is not receiving a clock signal
from the CSU/DSU.
E. The encapsulation that is configured on S0/0 of RouterB does
not match the encapsulation that is configured on S0/0 of
RouterA.
F. The IP address that is configured on S0/0 of RouterB is not
in the correct subnet.
Answer: D,E
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